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Abstract

Water storage is the fundamental state variable of hydrological systems. However,
comprehensive data on total water storage changes (WSC) are practically inaccessi-
ble by hydrological measurement techniques at the field or catchment scale, and hydro-
logical models are highly uncertain in representing the storage term due to the lack of5

adequate validation or calibration data. In this study, we assess the benefit of temporal
gravimeter measurements for modelling WSC at the field scale. A simple conceptual
hydrological model is calibrated and evaluated against records of a superconducting
gravimeter, soil moisture and groundwater time series. The model is validated against
independently estimated WSC data. Using gravimeter data as a calibration constraint10

improves the model results substantially in terms of predictive capability and variation
of the behavioural model runs. Thanks to their capacity to integrate over different stor-
age components and a larger area, gravimeters provide generalised information on
total WSC that is useful to constrain the overall status of the hydrological system in
a model. The general problem of specifying the internal model structure or individual15

parameter sets can, however, not be solved with gravimeters alone.

1 Introduction

In hydrology, the measurement of the water storage term in the only hydrological equa-
tion (Blöschl, 2005) – the water balance equation – is still a challenging task at all
scales. Therefore, catchments are characterised by the output – in general the dis-20

charge – using the storage-output relationship to draw conclusions on the storage of
an area. However, as Beven (2005) states “. . . we do not have the investigative mea-
surement techniques necessary to be secure about what form these (storage-output;
note from the author) relationships should take . . . except by seeing which functions
might be appropriate in reproducing the discharges at the catchment outlet (where we25

can take a measurement).”
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Progress in observation techniques has improved the estimation of water storages
at various scales. At the global scale, GRACE (Tapley et al., 2004) gives us the unique
opportunity to estimate water storage changes (see Ramillien et al., 2008 for a review)
and to improve macro-scale hydrological models (Zaitchik et al., 2008; Güntner, 2008;
Werth et al., 2009a; Lo et al., 2010). At the field scale, water storage and its changes5

are generally estimated by point measurements, but high spatial and temporal variabil-
ity makes the estimation of water storages difficult. Different techniques and strategies
have been developed to overcome these problems, e.g. gathering many soil mois-
ture measurements and inter-/extrapolating them by geostatistics (e.g. Western et al.,
2002) or ground penetrating radar measurements (e.g. Huisman et al., 2003, 2002),10

the use of spatial TDR soil moisture measurements (e.g. Graeff et al., 2010) or of high-
precision lysimeters (e.g. von Unold and Fank, 2008) and the development of cosmic
ray neutron probes (Zreda et al., 2008). In general, these techniques are limited to the
estimation of near-surface water storages. Neutron probes, electromagnetic sensors
or (cross-borehole) geophysics in boreholes allow the estimation of water storages in15

deeper zones, but the temporal as well as the spatial resolution (depth and area) is
limited. Further limitations such as high inaccuracies of electromagnetic sensors in
access tubes (e.g. Evett et al., 2009) make the estimation of subsurface WSC at the
field scale a challenging task, especially for deeper zones.

Ground-based temporal gravity measurements using absolute or relative gravimeters20

are influenced by local WSC (e.g. Amalvict et al., 2004; Bonatz, 1967; Abe et al.,
2006; Crossley et al., 1998; Longuevergne et al., 2009; Kroner and Jahr, 2006; Van
Camp et al., 2006; Bower and Courtier, 1998; Boy and Hinderer, 2006; Meurers et al.,
2007; Llubes et al., 2004; Pool and Eychaner, 1995; Naujoks et al., 2008; Jacob et
al., 2008). The effect of WSC on gravity measurements does not only depend on the25

topography around the gravity sensor but is also a function of the vertical distribution
of mass change below the sensor (Creutzfeldt et al., 2008). Different studies showed
that local WSC within a radius of 50 to 150 m around the gravimeter are of primary
interest for the local hydrological effect on temporal gravity measurements (e.g. Hasan
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et al., 2008; Van Camp et al., 2006; Hokkanen et al., 2006; Naujoks et al., 2008;
Kazama and Okubo, 2009). The gravity time series thus primarily reflect WSC on the
field scale, but the exact sampling volume is difficult to define.

Consequently, the question arises: How can we use temporal gravity measurements
for hydrological applications? Different studies focus on the interpretation of the grav-5

ity signal by single storage components (e.g. surface water (Lampitelli and Francis,
2010; Bonatz and Sperling, 1995), snow (Breili and Pettersen, 2009), soil moisture
(Van Camp et al., 2006) or groundwater (Takemoto et al., 2002; Harnisch and Har-
nisch, 2006)) or by estimation of different subsurface properties (e.g. porosity (Jacob
et al., 2009), fractures (Hokkanen et al., 2007), block content (Van Camp et al., 2006) or10

specific yield (Pool and Eychaner, 1995)). The unambiguous identification of the exact
source of the gravimeter signal is difficult or even impossible if no additional informa-
tion is available implying that the estimation of single parameters on the storages or
properties is associated with a high uncertainty (Pool, 2008; Creutzfeldt et al., 2010a).
Blainey (2007), for example, pointed out that the estimation of hydraulic conductivity15

and specific yield by gravity data alone was likely to be unacceptably inaccurate and
imprecise.

Temporal gravimeter measurements result in an integral signal. Hence, one may
adopt a holistic perspective by considering temporal gravimeter measurements as an
integral signal of the hydrological system status similar in nature to discharge mea-20

surements (Hasan et al., 2008). More precisely, temporal gravity data can be a direct
measure of the change of the system status – the change of water storages – whereas
discharge is a measure for the catchment response. The latter requires assumptions
about the storage-output relationship to characterise the system status.

In the absence of adequate observation data, the only and frequently used alter-25

native to comprehensively characterise the hydrological system status is by applying
hydrological models. Many different hydrological models have been developed ranging
from simple, lumped and conceptual models to complex, distributed and physically-
based ones. Typically, measured input fluxes are used to drive a model. The model
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parameters are calibrated to match the observed output fluxes, usually river discharge.
This approach leaves the model with considerable uncertainty in representing the sta-
tus of a complex hydrological system because the relationship between the system
response and its status may not be unique (hysteresis) (Spence et al., 2010) and/or
many different parameter sets may result in similar system responses (equifinality prob-5

lem after Beven and Binley, 1992).
In this study, instead of calibrating a hydrological model against output fluxes, we

use information about the change of the integral system status for model calibration.
The aim is to investigate the benefit of temporal gravimeter measurements for hydro-
logical modeling as an integrative measure of the water storage term. Gravimeter ob-10

servations are assessed in comparison to classical hydrological point measurements
(groundwater and soil moisture) using the different data sets as calibration constraints.
We apply a simple conceptual model that comprises a set of connected linear storages
with a limited number of free parameters as a typical example of hydrological models
widely used in catchment modelling.15

2 Study area and data

2.1 Study area

The study area is located in the Bavarian Forest, a mid mountain range in the Southeast
of Germany (Fig. 1). The area is characterised by flat highlands with grassland and
fields and steep long slopes dominated by forestry. The study area surrounds the20

Geodetic Observatory Wettzell operated by the Federal Agency for Cartography and
Geodesy (Schlüter et al., 2007).

The observatory is mainly surrounded by grassland with single bushes. The geology
is made up of gneiss and the bedrock seamlessly merges into the weather saprolite
layer. Creutzfeldt et al. (2010a) classified the underground of the direct gravimeter sur-25

rounding into the following four different zones: (1) soil zone with mainly loamy-sandy
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brown soils (Cambisols), (2) saprolite zone consisting of grus (weathered gneiss),
(3) fractured zone and (4) the basement zone.

2.2 Gravity data

The dual-sphere superconducting gravimeter (SG) CD029 of the Geodetic Observatory
Wettzell, which is part of the Global Geodynamics Project (GGP) network (Crossley et5

al., 1999; Crossley and Hinderer, 2009), measures the temporal variation of the Earth’s
gravity field. The scale factor and the instrumental drift of the SG were determined by
absolute gravity measurements (Wziontek et al., 2009a). Temporal variations of the
Earth’s gravity field are mainly influenced by tides of the solid Earth, ocean loading
effects, mass changes in the atmosphere and polar motion. These gravity effects have10

to be removed to reveal the hydrological signal in gravimeter measurements. A tidal
analysis was performed to remove the solid Earth tides and ocean loading effects. At-
mospheric effects were removed by three-dimensional modelling of atmospheric mass
changes (Klügel and Wziontek, 2009). The pole coordinates as provided by the Inter-
national Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS) were used to calculate15

the effect of polar motion. For details on the SG instrument and the data processing
the interested reader is referred to Hinderer et al. (2007).

SG residuals were derived by removing the different gravity effects from the SG sig-
nal. These residuals are considered to be caused by hydrological mass variations,
because all other possible effects on temporal gravimeter measurements are assumed20

to be negligible for Wettzell (e.g. post-glacial rebound or processes in the Earth’s man-
tle and core). For the SG Wettzell, Creutzfeldt et al. (2008) showed that between 52%
and 80% of the local hydrological gravity signal is generated within a radius of 50 m
around the SG, and 90% of the signal comes from an area within a radius of around
1000 m. A high correlation of independently estimated WSC in this area and SG resid-25

uals (coefficient of determination: 0.97; corresponding slope: 1.06) proved that a major
part of the gravity residuals is generated by WSC in this area (Creutzfeldt et al., 2010b).
In the present study, the large-scale hydrological effect on gravimeters (e.g. Llubes et
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al., 2004; Weise et al., 2009) is not considered due to the dominant local hydrological
influence and high uncertainties in the modelling of large-scale WSC (e.g. Werth et al.,
2009b). The SG signal was not corrected for the global hydrological effect because
different hydrological models show that the estimated gravity effect due to large-scale
WSC lies in the same order of magnitude as differences between different models5

(Neumeyer et al., 2008; Wziontek et al., 2009b).

2.3 Meteorological data

Meteorological data – air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and global radi-
ation – were recorded at the Geodetic Observatory Wettzell (Table 1 and Fig. 1) and
were processed to hourly time series for the whole study period from 1 July 2005 to10

31 July 2009. A few data gaps in the time series were filled using the nearby climate
station Allmannsdorf at a distance of 6 km and an altitude of 557 m (LfL, 2009). The
reference evapotranspiration for short grass canopy was calculated from the climate
data based on the Penman-Monteith equation from the American Society of Civil Engi-
neering (Allen et al., 2005).15

Precipitation was measured by two heated tipping bucket rain gauges (Fig. 1, Ta-
ble 1). The differences of the total precipitation were less then 1% for both gauges for
the study period, so the mean of both gauges was used for further analysis. The precip-
itation was corrected for wind effect and wetting losses, acknowledging the well-known
undercatch of unshielded heated tipping gauges (Allerup, 1997; Richter, 1995).20

Since August 2007, a snow monitoring system consisting of a snow pillow and an
ultrasonic snow depth sensor is measuring snow depth and the snow water equiva-
lent (SWE) (Fig. 1, Table 1). Before the installation, the snow depth was derived from
two snow depth gauge stations close to the observatory (Prackenbach-Moosbach: dis-
tance 8 km, altitude 505 m; Viechtach-Bühling: distance 3 km, altitude 662 m). Figure 225

shows the records of precipitation, reference evapotranspiration and snow height.
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2.4 Hydrological/water storage data

For the whole study period from 1 July 2005 to 31 July 2009, soil moisture and ground-
water data were recorded. Soil moisture was measured with a capacitance (ECHO)
and “pseudo TDR” sensor (TRIME) at a depth of 0.5 m. Groundwater level data were
available from 3 different boreholes (BK1, BK2, BK3) using a relative pressure trans-5

ducer. Since mid-2007, additional boreholes have been drilled and equipped with multi-
parameter sensors, but of these, only boreholes BK7 and BK10 close to the SG are
relevant for this study (Figs. 1, 2, Table 1).

For the period from 30 July 2008 to 30 July 2009, independently estimated WSC
were available from Creutzfeldt (2010b). In this study, WSC were derived from lysime-10

ter measurements in combination with complementary hydrological observations and
a hydrological 1-D model for the SG site. WSC up to a depth of 1.5 m, precipitation, ac-
tual evapotranspiration and deep drainage were estimated by a monolith-filled, suction-
controlled and weighable lysimeter (von Unold and Fank, 2008). WSC below the
lysimeter in the deep vadose zones, the saprolite zone, and in the groundwater were15

estimated by the deep drainage of the lysimeter and the groundwater level. Water re-
distribution in the saprolite and groundwater zone and the groundwater discharge were
calculated using the physically-based hydrological model HYDRUS 1-D (Šimnek et al.,
2008). The underground was classified into the saprolite (thickness 9.5 m) and the
fractured (thickness 4.5 m) zone and was parameterised based on measurements of20

water retention and of saturated hydraulic conductivity and on pump tests (Creutzfeldt
et al., 2010a). Deep drainage measurements from the lysimeter were used to define
the upper boundary flux of the hydrological model. The lower boundary was defined
by the groundwater level (BK07 and BK10) as variable head conditions. This approach
developed for the SG site was transferred to the other groundwater sites (BK1, BK2,25

BK3). The underground model was adjusted and the corresponding groundwater level
data were used as the lower model boundary. The underground was classified based
on the cores from the corresponding boreholes. At the BK1 site, the thickness of the
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saprolite (9.0 m) and fractured (3.0 m) zone was comparable to the SG site. For the
BK2 and BK3 sites the thickness of the saprolite zone was only 4.5 m and 3 m respec-
tively. The fractured zone thickness was estimated to be 5.5 m for BK2 and 3.0 m for
BK3. Finally, for the four sites, namely SG, BK1, BK2 and BK3, WSC were estimated
for the period from 30 July 2008 to 30 July 2009 (Fig. 1).5

In order to quantify near-surface hydrological flux and storage processes, lysimeters
are considered to be a very accurate method (e.g. Tolk and Evett, 2009; Howell, 2004;
Yang et al., 2000). In combination with a well-constrained physically-based model
and complementary data for the deeper zones, this suggests that the derived WSC
are as close as we can get to reality nowadays in terms of estimating total WSC. In10

this context, we assume that the estimated WSC from the multi-method and multi-site
approach presented above can henceforth serve as validation data at the field scale.

3 Hydrological modelling

3.1 Model structure

For the estimation of WSC, a simple conceptual hydrological model was set up with15

the prerequisite to account for both, parameter parsimony and adequate representa-
tion of hydrological processes. On the one hand, the model should be as simple as
possible with a few parameters only. On the other hand, the model must represent the
different hydrological storage components and water fluxes between them, because
the gravity response depends on where and in which storage WSC occur in relation20

to the gravimeter (Creutzfeldt et al., 2008). The model is based on the HBV model
(Bergström, 1992; Seibert, 2005) but has been adopted and modified to reflect stor-
ages and fundamental mechanisms of the study area. Based on the underground
classification, the model considers WSC in the snow, soil, saprolite and groundwa-
ter storages. It consists of a snow (SS), top soil (SM) (depth: 0.0–0.5 m), soil (VSoil)25

(depth: 0.0–1.0 m), saprolite (VSaprolite) (depth: 1.0–13.0 m), and groundwater module
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(VGW) (depth: 13.0–16.0 m). The model uses hourly precipitation, reference evapo-
transpiration and snow height as input data and estimates the WSC in the different
storages.

The snow water equivalent was computed based on the snow depth and precipita-
tion data. During periods with a snow height greater than zero, we assumed that all5

precipitation had fallen as snow (SIn). We also assumed that a decline of snow depth
was caused by snowmelt (SOut) whereas the snowmelt amount was proportionally es-
timated in relation to the snow depth decline. For each time step, the snow storage
is

SS(t) =SS(t0)+SIn(t)−SOut(t) (1)10

where t0 is the time step preceding t. Precipitation and snowmelt (P ) were partitioned
into the top soil and soil module based on the factor alpha. The top soil storage was a
simple bucket storage with a maximum storage capacity of FC. The top soil moisture
was calculated as

SM(t) =SM(t0)+P(t) · (1−alpha)−ETa(t) (2)15

Excess water (qexcess) was directly routed into the soil storage VSoil. The actual evapo-
transpiration (ETa) was calculated based on the reference evapotranspiration (ETo) as
follows

ETa(t) =

{
ETo(t) for

SM(t0)

FC >LP

ETo(t)
SM(t0)
FC·LP for

SM(t0)

FC ≤LP
(3)

where LP is the threshold reducing the reference evapotranspiration depending on the20

soil moisture. The input into the soil storage was determined by

I(t) = P(t) ·alpha+qexcess (4)

and the outflow by

QSoil(t) =QSoil(t0)e
−(t−t0)/kSoil + I(t)

[
1−e−(t−t0)/kSoil

]
(5)
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where kSoil is the storage coefficient of the soil storage [h]. The soil storage (VSoil) was
calculated

VSoil(t) =kSoil ·QSoil(t) (6)

The outflow and water storage of the saprolite (VSaprolite) and groundwater (VGW) were
estimated analogously to Eqs. (5) and (6) using the outflow of the upper storage as5

input.
Three model parameters represented the interaction of atmosphere and soil (FC, LP

and alpha). The other three parameters controlled the water storage in soil, sapro-
lite and groundwater (ksoil,kSaprolite and kGW). A multiplication factor for precipitation
correction (Pcorr) was introduced to account for possible differences of precipitation10

measured by the tipping bucket rain gauge and lysimeter.

3.2 Gravity response

WSC can be compared to temporal gravity measurements either by calculating the
Newtonian gravity effect of WSC on gravimeter measurements (forward problem) or
by deriving masses of WSC from temporal gravity measurements (inverse problem).15

Here, we pursued the solution of the forward problem avoiding problems associated
with inversion, e.g. multiple solutions. The influence of WSC on gravimeter measure-
ments – the gravity response – was calculated based on the approach presented by
Creutzfeldt et al. (2008) for a square with a side length of 4 km and the SG located in
its centre. In this approach, a spatially nested discretisation domain was developed. A20

high-precision DEM was used to distribute the estimated WSC along the topography
and to discretise the continuous landscape into elementary bodies. For each elemen-
tary body the gravity effect was calculated based on a modified point mass equation
(MacMillan, 1958; Leirião et al., 2009). The gravity response for each different storage
component was derived by summation of all gravity changes in each elementary body25

in the corresponding storage zone of the model domain. By doing this, we derived a
“WSC to gravity response conversion factor” for each storage component.
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The surrounding and subsurface structures in the vicinity of the gravimeter have a
major influence on the relationship between WSC and gravity residuals. However, we
do not exactly know what happens below the gravimeter building, which prevents infil-
tration of water into the soil (umbrella effect). Hence, uncertainties arise for the physical
solution of the forward problem. For each storage component, we estimated the phys-5

ically possible upper and lower bounds of the “WSC to gravity response conversion
factor” to take into account these uncertainties. Therefore, we looked at both possibil-
ities in that we first calculated the gravity effect assuming that WSC can occur below
the gravimeter building and then, as a second possibility, excluded mass variations be-
low the base plate. These uncertainties only apply for the storage components SM,10

VSoil and VSaprolite, because snow accumulates on the roof of the SG building and free
gravity-driven groundwater flow is not affected by the SG building. Furthermore, we
assumed for SM and VSoil storages that WSC occur neither in the concrete foundation
nor in the base plate of the SG building (Creutzfeldt et al., 2008). This implies that three
additional parameters have to be estimated to derive the gravity response from WSC15

in the SM, VSoil and VSaprolite storage (Table 2). These parameters were considered to
also account for the precipitation redistribution from the SG roof to the drainage tank at
a distance of ∼20 m from the SG.

3.3 Assessment of model performance

We distinguished between calibration, evaluation and validation process. The auto-20

mated calibration of the hydrological model was based on the GLUE method developed
by Beven and Binley (1992). 50 000 Monte Carlo runs were performed with different
parameter sets. The parameter sets were sampled assuming uniform distribution be-
tween the lower and upper bounds. For initial model runs, the parameter range was
chosen based on previous studies (Seibert, 1996; Merz et al., 2009), but they were25

adjusted so that the parameter for the behavioural model runs were only limited by
physical properties.
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In the GLUE approach, the definition of behavioural model runs is based on a thresh-
old value for the performance indices. Here, the correlation coefficient (R) was used
as a performance index of the relative temporal dynamics in the simulated time series.
Using R avoids the need to get absolute water storage data from the observations by
deriving the specific yield of the aquifer and estimating the field capacity of the soil5

or calibrating the soil moisture sensors. In this study, we defined the top 0.1% of the
model runs as behavioural model runs. This allows for a better quantitative comparison
of the different calibrated models (Juston et al., 2009).

The performance of each single model run was evaluated by comparing modelled
to measured data. Firstly, we compared the modelled gravity response to the SG10

residuals. Secondly, the performance of each model run was evaluated by comparing
WSC in the SM storage and the VGW storage to the soil moisture (ECHO, TRIME) and
groundwater measurements (BK1, BK2, BK3). Thirdly, a multi-criteria calibration was
performed based on soil moisture and groundwater data on the one hand and soil
moisture and gravity data on the other. The mean of the different performance indices15

was used to allow a direct comparison to single-criteria calibrated models. In total, 14
different calibrated models were derived (Table 3). Each of these models consisted of
50 behavioural model runs.

The model performance was tested using two different strategies: the evaluation
and the validation of the model. For model evaluation, we applied a split-sample test20

according to Klemes (1986). The record was split into two parts of equal duration from
1 July 2005 to 31 December 2006 and from 1 January 2007 to 1 July 2008. The model
was calibrated for the first period and the performance was evaluated using the data
from the second period. Then the periods were swapped and the model was calibrated
for the second period and evaluated for the first period. A warm-up period of 2 years25

was used prior to every simulation. Finally, the model performance was evaluated
by comparing the performance indices for the different calibration/evaluation periods.
The model can be considered acceptable if the model performs similarly well for both
periods.
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The split-sample test is a classical hydrological model test, which is a necessary
rather than a sufficient testing scheme allowing to asses the capability of the model to
make accurate predictions also for periods outside the calibration period (Refsgaard
and Knudsen, 1996). Using SG as calibration constraint, this test can prove the model
adequacy to represent the SG residuals also outside the calibration period. However,5

temporal gravity data do not directly measure the WSC in mm, but express the influ-
ence of WSC in change of gravity. Hence, a second strategy for testing the model
with independent data, the model validation, was implemented. The WSC from the
lysimeter approach for the different sites (see section Data) were used as the valida-
tion data. Based on the available data, the study period was divided into a calibration10

period (from 1 July 2005 to 30 July 2008) and a validation period (from 30 July 2008
to 31 July 2009). Different models were calibrated against gravimeter, groundwater
and/or soil moisture data as described above. The models were validated by inde-
pendently measured WSC. The modelled and measured results were compared using
R, the standard deviation and the centred root-mean-square differences (RMSD) (Tay-15

lor, 2001). The model validation with independent data allows gaining credibility in
the novel measurement method to serve as calibration/validation data for hydrological
modelling.

Finally, the modelled hydrological gravity response (SG model) is compared to the
SG residuals for the whole study period. For this comparison the Nash-Sutcliffe co-20

efficient (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) was used as a performance index to constrain the
“WSC to gravity response conversion factors”.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Model evaluation

Focusing on the performance of the behavioural model sets (top 0.1% simulations) dur-25

ing the calibration/evaluation period, differences between the models calibrated against
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different data sources could be identified. For the calibration period, using groundwa-
ter or/and soil moisture as calibration constraints, the maximum achieved performance
indices were smaller and the range of the performance indices was larger than for
models calibrated against SG data (Table 4). As a reason for this, one could argue
that more parameters are available to match the SG record than to fit the model to5

the other observation data. The larger degree of freedom may cause better calibration
performance. This could be true for soil moisture where only four parameters can be
calibrated to match the observation. But all model parameters influence the ground-
water part of the model because VGW is the last component in the storage cascade.
Hence, the same parameter amount is available to fit the model to the groundwater10

record as to match the SG observations. The three “WSC to gravity response conver-
sion factors” are of minor importance for the temporal reproduction of the SG residuals
because they only influence the amplitude of the signal.

Figure 3 and Table 4 summarise the comparison of the model performance during
the calibration versus the evaluation periods. The differences of the performance index15

between the calibration and evolution period are higher for models calibrated against
groundwater or soil moisture than for models using SG data as calibration constraint.
This pattern is persistent also for the multi-objective calibrated models. The model
evaluation shows that the model predicts the temporal behaviour of the SG residuals
in a better way than the temporal variation of the groundwater or soil moisture for the20

calibration and evaluation period. For the independent evaluation period, the model
performance for groundwater and/or soil moisture models deteriorates more than for
SG models.

One explanation for the difference in model performance and predictive capability is
that point measurements of WSC are a product of complex processes such as prefer-25

ential flow, root water uptake, soil freezing/thawing or lateral flow. Furthermore, WSC
vary in space due to spatial heterogeneity of landscape features. Hence, differences
of modelled and measured records exist because these detailed processes or the
spatial variability of WSC could not be represented by the generalised and simplified
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conceptual model. Since they integrate over different storages and a larger area, SG
measurements can resolve neither the detailed and complex process nor the high spa-
tial variability of WSC. SGs capture a generalised and simplified signal, which is in
accordance with the nature of conceptual models. Not surprisingly, the performance
and predictive capability is better for the generalised and simplified signal than a com-5

plex and variable signal.
Due to the integral character of SG measurements, it remains difficult to make state-

ments about internal model structures or to differentiate between single parameter
sets. Soil moisture and/or groundwater data permit the evaluation of internal model
components. For example, the model performance of BK2 reaches up to 0.94 for one10

calibration period, whereas the maximum model performance is only 0.81 for the other
calibration. Soil moisture measurements are another example. For one soil moisture
sensor, the model performance is as high as 0.89, whereas for the other sensor, the
maximum performance index was only 0.60. Still, it remains difficult to evaluate whether
the differences are due to parameterisation problems, structural model errors or spatial15

variability (neglecting observation data errors). SG data, on the contrary, permit the
evaluation of the total model because they represent the water storage status instead
of evaluating single model parameters or the internal structure.

The model evaluation shows that using SG data as calibration constraints improves
the model performance and the predictive capability. In this context, SG measurements20

can improve the evaluation of the model results substantially. Nonetheless, different
parameter sets can give the identical fit to the calibration data, raising the issue of
getting the right answers for the wrong reasons.

4.2 Model validation

The model was calibrated for the period from 1 July 2005 to 30 July 2008 using again25

SG, groundwater and soil moisture data to constrain model parameters. For the calibra-
tion period, the performance of each model was assessed in terms of the variation of
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behavioural model runs. Here, this variation is expressed as the standard deviation of
the behavioural model runs computed at each time step. In general, the variation of the
behavioural model runs correlates positively with the signal amplitude. Here, the signal
amplitude is expressed as the standard deviation of the mean time series. Figure 4
summarises the performance of the different models in a box plot for the calibration pe-5

riod. Using SG data to constrain the model parameters reveals that the variation of the
behavioural model runs is relatively small in comparison to the other groundwater/soil
moisture data. Neither variation nor amplitude change when additional information is
included.

The model based on BK1 data shows that including soil moisture data into the cal-10

ibration process reduces the variation of the model runs and increases the total am-
plitude. For the BK2 model, soil moisture data can increase (BK2ECHO) or decrease
(BK2TRIME) the variation of behavioural model runs. Soil moisture data do not af-
fect the variation or amplitude of the BK3 model significantly, but the scattering of the
behavioural model runs is relatively large. The behavioural model runs show the maxi-15

mum variation for models using soil moisture data as the only calibration constraint.
SG data can characterise the whole hydrological system because the inclusion of

additional data does not change the model results in terms of variations of behavioural
model runs and total signal amplitude. In contrast to this, soil moisture or groundwater
data can be used to calibrate single model components directly, whereas including20

additional data can have a significant effect on the model results.
Focusing on the validation data in Fig. 5, two different site types can be distinguished

(Table 3). The seasonal amplitude of WSC of the sites SG and BK1 is larger than that
of sites BK2 and BK3, something which is also reflected by the standard deviation of
the measured time series which amounts to 86 mm for the SG site and to 102 mm for25

the BK1 site but is only as high as 67 mm and 57 mm for BK2 and BK3 respectively. The
two site types differ not only in the seasonal amplitude but also in temporal dynamics.
At the sites SG and BK1, we can identify a later and stronger increase of water storage
during the snowmelt event from February to March 2009, whereas the recession of
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water storages is faster for the sites BK2 and BK3 (Fig. 5). These differences are
caused by the varying thickness of the vadose zone at the different sites. For BK2 and
BK3, the groundwater depth varies between 4 and 8 m, whereas for SG and BK1, the
groundwater depth amounts to up to 14.5 m (Fig. 2).

Figure 5 compares the modelled and measured WSC. The modelled mean WSC and5

the uncertainty bands (expressed as plus/minus two times the standard deviation) are
displayed in combination with the validation dataset. The same picture applies to the
validation and the calibration period. In general, the variation of behavioural models
runs is larger for models calibrated against groundwater than for the SG models. All
models underpredict the seasonal amplitude of the measured WSC. Most of the models10

reproduce the temporal variations of WSC well and agree on the event scale as well
as on the seasonal scale.

The variation of the behavioural model sets, the differences in amplitude and tem-
poral variation, are graphically summarised in Taylor diagrams (Taylor, 2001). This is
illustrated for the SG model and for two different site types (BK1 and BK3) (Fig. 6). The15

Taylor diagram can show how well the modelled pattern matches the observations in
terms of R, RMSD and standard deviation. The standard deviation of the modelled
WSC for BK1 ranges between 43 and 65 mm and is clearly smaller than the observed
one, but the correlation coefficient can be as high as 0.99. Contrary to model BK1, the
differences for BK3 are smaller in terms of observed and modelled standard deviation,20

whereas the observed and modelled WSC has a smaller correlation coefficient. This
pattern is consistent for the different site types. The models for deeper vadose zone
sites agree better with the measured WSC in terms of temporal dynamics (higher R).
For shallower sites, the models fit the total signal amplitude in a better way (smaller
RMSD). The results of the SG model lie between these two different characteristics.25

For the sake of completeness, Table 5 also shows the Taylor statistics for the other
models.

The validation shows that hydrological models constrained by temporal gravime-
ter data only can reasonable predict the measured WSC in terms of amplitude and
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temporal dynamics. Hence, temporal gravimeter data can be used to estimate WSC,
even though WSC are measured in change of gravity and not in millimetre of water.

4.3 Water storage changes

When we compare the modelled hydrological gravity response (SG model) to the SG
residuals for the whole study period, we find that both signals show similarities in5

terms of amplitude, interannual, seasonal and short-term variations (Fig. 7). The max-
imum amplitudes of the SG residuals and the gravity response amount to 15.24 and
14.35 µGal respectively. This is caused by a maximum WSC of 342 mm. These num-
bers are in line with the seasonal gravity variations of 10 to 15 µGal for the Durzon
karst system in France estimated by Jacob (2008). They are caused by a seasonal10

WSC of 240–360 mm. The RMSD varies between 0.89 and 1.16 µGal. For the SG
residuals and the gravity response, the regression slope of 0.96–1.25 µGal/µGal and
a corresponding coefficient of determination of 0.90–0.95 reflect a good agreement in
phase and amplitude of both time series. The correlation coefficient of SG residuals
and gravity response ranges between 0.95–0.97.15

By focusing on the system state in comparison with the meteorological driving forces,
a clear response of WSC can be observed in relation to the input/output fluxes (com-
pare Fig. 2). The different time series show weather-related characteristics and a sea-
sonal course. Similar temporal characteristics can be identified in the hydrological
gravity response, the SG residuals and the modelled WSC. High deviations in absolute20

value as well as in temporal dynamics for groundwater and soil moisture data make
it difficult to identify the system response to the meteorological conditions. In Fig. 2,
a high variability between the different groundwater levels highlights the problem of
single point measurements. It raises the issue of choosing “representative” sites for
hydrological measurements, in particular for these complex geological settings. The25

differences of soil moisture measurements may not only reflect the spatial variability
of soil moisture, but can also be due to the soil moisture technique used, highlighting
general problems in measuring soil moisture in the vadose zone (e.g. Evett et al., 2009;
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Chow et al., 2009; Saito et al., 2009). Furthermore, WSC in the deep vadose zone may
differ significantly from the top soil moisture, but no measurements are available for this
zone. SG measurements integrate over the different hydrological storage components
and the sampling volume is several orders of magnitude larger than for the point mea-
surements. SG observations allow for the identification of whole hydrological system5

responses to the driving forces.

5 Conclusions

This study investigates the use of temporal gravity measurements as an integrative
measure of the hydrological system state. The benefits of gravimeters when it comes
to measuring WSC were assessed also in comparison to classical hydrological point10

measurements (groundwater and soil moisture). To estimate local WSC, a simple con-
ceptual hydrological model was set up. This is the first study in which a model has
been calibrated and evaluated using temporal gravimeter data as the only calibra-
tion/evaluation constraint. The model was also calibrated against groundwater and
soil moisture data and combinations of observation data sets. Using SG measure-15

ments as calibration constraints improved the model results substantially in terms of
the model fit to the calibration data, the predictive capability and the variation of the be-
havioural model runs. For the SG model, the variations of the behavioural model runs
and the amplitude do not change when additional calibration data are included. They
do however change for models calibrated against groundwater data when soil moisture20

is included.
SG observations are generalised and simplified measurements because they inte-

grate over different storages and a larger area. In this context, they are in accordance
with the nature of strongly generalised and simplified models (conceptual models).
Furthermore, SG data can help hydrologists to find out which simplifications and gen-25

eralisations are the right ones to describe the overall system state (Kirchner, 2009). SG
time series can characterise the hydrological system as a whole, whereas groundwater
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and soil moisture only permits the evaluation of model components. In this context, the
“right answers for wrong reasons” issue remains because it is difficult to assess the in-
ternal model structure or single parameter sets using only gravimeter data. Gravimeter
records can help finding the right answer, in this case total WSC, instead of evaluating
whether the reasons (model structures/parameters) are right or wrong but not knowing5

the right answer.
The results of different models were validated using independently estimated WSC

based on a state-of-the-art lysimeter and complementary observations. Some models
predicted the amplitude of measured WSC in a better way and others showed a higher
agreement with temporal dynamics. The results of SG models lie between these two10

different characteristics. In principle, the model validation with independent data proves
that gravimeters can serve as a novel measurement method to observe WSC. Rather
than solving the inverse problem, WSC are derived from a hydrological model of which
the gravity response is calibrated against the SG (forward problem).

The high variability of groundwater and soil moisture data raises the issue of rep-15

resentativeness of point measurements. SG measurements integrate over different
hydrological storages and larger volumes and thus permit the identification of the sys-
tem response to the driving meteorological forces. Hence, temporal gravimeter obser-
vations may reveal some system characteristics like maximum total storage capacity,
which could not be observed in soil moisture and/or groundwater data.20

In this context, they are comparable to discharge measurements (Hasan et al.,
2008). The disadvantages of gravimeters are that it is difficult to unambiguously identify
the signal source and that the sampling volume and the radius of influence change over
time (Creutzfeldt et al., 2010a, 2008). These downsides also apply to a certain extent to
discharge measurements where the area contributing to runoff may change over time25

or the source is difficult to define (e.g. event/pre-event water). This study shows addi-
tional similarities between gravimeter and discharge measurements because due to the
integral character of gravimeters, it is difficult to constrain internal model structures or
single parameters solely based on one method as already highlighted by Mroczkowski
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et al. (1997) for discharge measurements. Nonetheless, gravimeter measurements can
be complementary to discharge observations. They can help to characterise the catch-
ment status above the outlet point and thus to define storage-output relationships. This
provides a valuable contribution towards a better general understanding of catchment
dynamics and towards constraining hydrological models.5
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Table 1. Measured variable and the corresponding devices/sensors at the Geodetic Observa-
tory Wettzell.

Measured variable Unit Sensor/Device

Relative gravity µGal GWR SG CD029
Absolute gravity µGal Micro-g LaCoste FG5
Wind direction degrees Lambrecht 14512 G3

Wind speed m s−1 Lambrecht 14512 G3
Air temperature ◦C Lambrecht 809 MU
Relative air humidity % Lambrecht 809 MU
Precipitation mm L-Tec tipping gauge

Global radiation W m−2 Kipp&Zonen CM11
Snow depth mm Sommer USH-8
Snow water equivalent mm Sommer snow pillow

Soil moisture (TRIME) m3 m−3 IMKO TRIME-EZ

Soil moisture (ECHO) m3 m−3 Decagon EC-10
Groundwater m SEBA MDS-Dipper-3
Groundwater m SEBA MDS-Dipper-Tec
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Table 2. Parameters of the hydrological model and for the estimation of the gravity response
and their lower and upper bounds.

Parameter Description Unit Min. Max.

Hydrological parameters

Pcorr Precipitation correction parameter – 0.9 1.15
FC Field capacity mm 50 300
LP Threshold for reduction of ETo – 0.5 1.0
alpha Shape coefficient – 0 0.2
kSoil Recession coefficient for top soil storage h 0 3000
kSaprolite Recession coefficient for saprolite storage h 50 5500
kGW Recession coefficient for groundwater h 50 5500

Gravity response parameters

gSWE Factor for snow gravity response µGal −3.9×10−6

×SWE2−0.0009
×SWE

gSM Factor for top soil gravity response µGal 0.026 0.015
gVSoil

Factor for soil gravity response µGal 0.035 0.017
gVSaprolite

Factor for saprolite gravity response µGal 0.050 0.014
gVGW

Factor for groundwater gravity response µGal 0.049
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Table 3. The different calibrated models based on the different data sources and the site type.

Models

Data set

Site typeSG
Groundwater Soil moisture

BK1 BK2 BK3 ECHO TRIME

SG x

Deep vadose zone

SGECHO x x
SGTRIME x x
BK1 x
BK1ECHO x x
BK1TRIME x x

BK2 x

Shallow vadose zone

BK2ECHO x x
BK2TRIME x x
BK3 x
BK3ECHO x x
BK3TRIME x x

ECHO x
TRIME x
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Table 4. Range of performance indices for the different calibration/evaluation periods for the
models calibrated against the different data sources.

Calibration Evaluation Calibration Evaluation
Period 2005–2006 2007–2008 2007–2008 2005–2006

SG 0.98–0.99 0.94–0.99 0.99–0.99 0.84–0.98
BK1 0.90–0.92 0.53–0.75 0.83–0.86 0.55–0.76
BK2 0.91–0.94 0.42–0.63 0.80–0.81 0.31–0.71
BK3 0.86–0.88 0.46–0.71 0.67–0.81 0.56–0.89
ECHO 0.80–0.81 0.76–0.82 0.88–0.89 0.81–0.81
TRIME 0.51–0.52 0.53–0.60 0.53–0.60 0.51–0.52
SGECHO 0.87–0.88 0.76–0.93 0.95–0.95 0.71–0.80
BK1ECHO 0.84–0.85 0.63–0.82 0.87–0.88 0.67–0.77
BK2ECHO 0.84–0.85 0.57–0.77 0.83–0.84 0.51–0.75
BK3ECHO 0.81–0.83 0.63–0.81 0.79–0.84 0.60–0.82
SGTRIME 0.77–0.79 0.72–0.81 0.87–0.87 0.64–0.70
BK1TRIME 0.72–0.80 0.50–0.74 0.77–0.78 0.54–0.66
BK2TRIME 0.72–0.79 0.49–0.69 0.73–0.76 0.40–0.65
BK3TRIME 0.70–0.80 0.51–0.73 0.69–0.74 0.52–0.68
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Table 5. Statistics of the model validation against WSC data.

Models Std R RMSD

SG 55.45–67.41 0.94–0.99 25.31–37.29
SGECHO 53.80–66.10 0.95–0.99 25.16–38.53
SGTRIME 52.85–67.16 0.91–0.99 26.35–41.21
BK1 43.34–64.80 0.92–0.99 39.57–63.06
BK1ECH0 48.69–64.80 0.96–0.99 39.41–55.86
BK1TRIME 47.53–62.81 0.96–0.99 41.34–57.37
BK2 42.92–64.80 0.87–0.97 17.29–34.53
BK2ECHO 48.69–66.55 0.89–0.96 19.41–32.13
BK2TRIME 47.53–62.80 0.88–0.96 19.81–32.87
BK3 38.43–57.18 0.87–0.98 11.89–29.93
BK3ECHO 38.43–57.17 0.86–0.98 12.74–28.93
BK3TRIME 39.21–56.28 0.89–0.98 11.99–27.73
ECHO 52.23–61.43 0.91–0.98 27.13–41.81
TRIME 47.03–65.35 0.78–0.99 26.72–58.01
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Fig. 1. Study area with the different hydrological sensors and the topography represented
by contour lines (distance 1 m). Location of Wettzell in Germany and some major cities are
displayed in the inset map.
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Fig. 2. Time series of input and calibration data. Time series of daily precipitation (P ), daily
reference evapotranspiration (ETo) and snow height (top). Time series of soil moisture (middle)
and groundwater data (bottom).
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Fig. 3. Model performance of four models for the calibration versus the evaluation periods.
Here the correlation coefficient is used as a performance index.
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Fig. 4. Performance of the different models for the calibration period. The median of the box
plot is a measure of the signal amplitude (the standard deviation of the mean signal). The box
and whiskers represent the scattering of the standard deviation of the behavioural model runs
computed at each time step. (The standard deviation of the mean signal was added to the
standard deviation of the behavioural model runs at each time step).
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Fig. 5. Measured versus modelled WSC for the validation period of July 2008 to July 2009.
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Fig. 6. Taylor diagrams (Taylor, 2001) comparing measured and modelled WSC for the models
SG (a), BK1 (b) and BK3 (c). Each figure also contains the measured WSC for the other sites.
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Fig. 7. SG residuals (black line) and modelled gravity response (grey band) (top). Modelled
water storage change (bottom). The model was calibrated against the SG residuals for the
period of 1 July 2005 to 30 July 2008.
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